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5.

SUMMARY

This project is divided into two parts, Part A is a feasibility

study in which a brief background study of the Kenya Fisheries Department,

fishing vessels, efforts and the areas being fished is examined. Fish

species, catch and market potential are also examined.

From the inference in Part A, a design of a fishing vessel

suitable to the local conditions has been developed in Part B. The

building cost of the new design was estimated and an economic

evaluation studied \lsing the net present value as a measure of merit~
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NOMENCLATURE

work done by dynamic heeling moment

work done by excess restoring arm

Longitudinal projected area above water line

Waterplane area

Moulded Breadth

Transverse metacentric radius

Brake horse power

Block coefficient

Friction Resistance Coefficient·

Midship Section Coefficient

Longitudinal pristimatic coefficient

Specific residua~.. !esistance coeffi.cient

Transverse coefficient of water plane area

Co st of .steel labour

Cost of outfit labour

Cost of machinery labour

Cost of steel material

Co st of outfit material

Co st of machinery material

Waterplane area coefficient

Wind force coefficient

Constants derived in Carreyete l s Paper

Moulded depth

Design water line above base

Watson's Parameter applicable to wide range of ships
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EHP

F
n

Effective Horse power

Froude number

7

F.S.M. Free surface moment

GGo

GM

GZ

H

KG

KM

KN

L

LBP

LOA

LW.L

L.C.B.

L.G.F.

L.G.G.

M.G.T.G.

M
w

N

Height of centre of gravity above water line

Metacentric height·

Righting lever

Total steel manhours

h eight of full width erections

height of house s

transverse second moment of area

height of centre of bouyancy above base

height of centre of gravity above base

height of metace.;o,.tre above base

Righting lever assuming zero V. G. G.

length of vessel (general)

length between perpendiculars

length overall

length on design waterline

Longitudinal centre of bouyancy

Longitudinal centre of floatation

Longitudinal centre of g'ravity

length of full width erections

length of houses

Maximum continuous rating power

Moment to change trim one centimetre

, Wind heeling moment

roll damping coefficient



NPV

r

RPM

S

SPW

T

TR

V

V. C.G.

W
m

W
o

W
s
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/

Net present value

Brake horse power

~asi Propulsive Coefficient

Manhours per tonne of steel

effective wave slope

revolutions per minute

wave steepness

series present worth

Draught measured above baseline

rolling period

Speed

Vertical centre of gravity

machinery weight...•

outfit weight

steel weight

lateral wind force

Displacement in tonnes

Displacement in cubic metres

density of air

Angle of heel under action of steady wind

Angle of roll to windward
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INTRODUCTION

Fishing is one of the oldest industry known to man, though only

the gear and methods of catching fish has been changing with the

technological advancement. It is therefore important that any country

with a coast line explores and exploits the fishing resources fully both

as means of providing more food protein to the population and

employment to those in the industry.

This project purports to review the Kenya Fisheries Department

and 'explores the possibility of using Kenyan Skill and resources to ~ore

,
fully develop and improve its own potential in the exploitation of the fishing

gz:ounds around the coast line in the Indian Ocean. Within this context,

an attempt has been made to consider other different factors affecting
•

the design of an efficient fishing vessel. The factors considered and

outlined are: species, catch and market potential, areas of operation,

weather and sea conditions, port facilities and construction materials.

Fishing, as in any other business, requires a reasonable rate of

return on investment and desirably, the size and type of vessel must be

chosen accordingly. A fishing vessel represents a large investment and

for an individual fisherman or company it is the most important financial

outlay, hence the importance of basing the choice of a suitable fishing

vessel for introduction into a newly developing fishery.

Part B of this project bases a design of a fishing vessel on all the

factors considered in Part A. The economics of operation of this design

is also outlined and different catch rates considered with fluctuation in

inarket prices.

9.



PART A

FEASIBILITY STUDY,"



BACKGROUND TO THE FISHERIES OF KENYA

The Republic of Kenya is located on the East Coast of Africa

between Somalia and Tanzania. Its total area is over 580, 000 square

kilometres, including about 14, 000 square kilometres of inland waters.

Its Indian Ocean coastline is approximately 400 kilometres long. The

population is around 16 million with a gross Domestic per capita of £150.

Kenyan Fisheries are concentrated in inland waters, which produce

about 40,000 tons per annum. For the purpose of this project only the

marine fisheries was considered. This produces about 8, 000 tons

according to official estimates. Reported catches are made by'a fleet

of approximately 2, 000 locally built vessels, almost all of them under

ten met res in length. Very few. are powered (official data indicates up

to 150 "mechaniz~dcommercial fishing craftll, though most of these are

sport-fishing boats). The fishing-industry is divided into two sectors:

Artisanal Sector:

This is done by individual fishermen using traditional fishing gear

With the following types of boats:

(i) Small size canoes

(ii) Big sail canoes

(iii) Sail dhows

(iv) Engine dhows

(v) Catamarans (outrigger boats of the big size canoe group).

The number of fishermen on board each boat depends on the size

and type of the specific craft. Sail and engine dhows carry a maximum of

six fishermen on board while catamarans, which are actually modified

large-sized canoes, carry around three fishermen. Fishing gear and

par.aphernalia used here include basket fish traps, indigenous weirs
/'



(net trap), scoop nets, cast nets, gill nets, trammel nets, handlines,

free divers and beach seines. The low figure of mechanization is

probably due to the fact that the fishermen have in the past been content

with the situation and have had little incentive to improve their fishing

vessels.

Most of the fishermen are now convinced about the need to raise

the standard of fisheries which would require properly built fishing

vessels using engines. However, the constraint is that most of these

fishermen are too poor to affo:rd such improvements, and the vessels they

have are not suitable for engines. Attempts to fit outboard to some of

them have proved unsuccessful in most cases. Through cooperative

societies which these fishermen have formed, the government has

introduced a revolving fund to enable them to get loans and improve their
.,"'"

fishing gear (ref. 1. ).

Commercial Sector

Cormnercial fisheries using modern fishing techniques has been

practiced by fpreign companies namely Japanese and Korean for as

far ?ack as the 1950' s (ref. 2). Recently, the Government withdrew all

licences for these companies and encouraged local companies to be

formed. As a result three companies were registered with a total

mechanized fishing vessels of 11 (see Table 2).

The methods used here are trawl net fishing for shrimps which

operate mainly in inshore banks, and Longline which operate in the

Western Indian Ocean.

In 1950 about 200 Japanese longline vessels were engaged in the

Western Indian Ocean exploiting tuna. They generally considered,

11



longline fishing a monopoly and were reluctant to permit training of

Kenyan crews in the methods which they developed. In 1963 (ref. 3)

Japanese caught 99: 900 tons of tuna in these waters with a landed value

of approximately £ 8 million. Then a team of two experts appointed by

the Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations indicated

that there was a lot of unexploited tuna and marlin resource in the

Kenya Coastal Area. They therefore recommended that Kenya should

participate into Deep Sea fisheries, build cold storage and train officers

and crew so as to establish markets for these unexploited species.

The team assumed the catches to be sold entirely as frozen tunas

to the international market, the resources to be available in the area, and

the establishment by all means of a longlining operation.

However it was not until 1976 that the above recommendation
.' ~ '"

started to be implemented when the government purchased two tuna

longliners from the Koreans who were then fishing in the region (ref. 1).

Still there is a marked interest in the development of a tuna

fisheries; the main requirement of any company involved would be to show

productive efficiency of the whole operation.

12.



13.

FISH SPECIES

The following are the species available in the order of

economical importance:

(1)

(2)

(3 )

(4)

(5)

Dermersal

Pelagic

Elasmobranchs

Crustacea

Miscellaneous

rabbit fish, scavanger, snappers,
parrot fish, rock cod, grunter and black skin.

cavalla jacks, mullets, king fish, queen fish,
mackerel, barracuda and tunas.

sharks, rays and sardines.

lobsters, prawns and crabs.

oysters, bech-de-mer, octopus and squids.

,
Except for the tunas which is found in both coastal and Deep Sea,

most of these species are found in the inshore banks of the coastline.

Lobster fishing is very popular, especially in Lamu, Malindi and Kilifi

in the North Coast, and Kwale in the.South Coast (see Figure 1). This

is done by fishermen and divers who 'Operate independently without use of

a boat, and can also be done by a group of fishermen operating from

one' boat.

Information collected over the last decade on the distribution,

abundance, and availability of species within the East African Coastal

waters (ref. 4) suggest that two seasons govern them.

(a) April - September (low fishing season) - As the strong south east.

m,?nsoons are blowing during this period.

(b) October - March (high fishing season) - In this season plenty of

fish is available and most fishing takes place then, with the peak

period being November - February. Shrimp fishery is carried out

from February to June.
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Pelagic fish are distributed by currents, temperature and

unmeasured influences. Their migration are promoted by the seasonS t

food and the reproductive cycle. The other species share the same

habitat when qualities are mutually acceptable, but these are borderlands

and each has its preference. During the North East Monsoons, tuna is

15.

in plentiful supply, May and December are the most productive months.
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CATCH AND MARKET POTENTIAL

A look at the fisheries production statistics 1956 to 1981 (Table 1)

shows that fish pro'duction growth has been slow. This has been attributed

to the low level of fishing technology among the fishermen as well as

transport and marketing problems. The low level of fishing technology

has meant that fishermen are unable to fish in deep or rough waters

and therefore the optimal production is hardly reached. The unit effort

(boat, crew and gear) requires a considerable capital investment but most

fishermen only work on marginal earning level. The deep sea fish are

caught mostly by foreigners on take away basis and is thought to be

considerable (not included in Table l).

The fish caught by local fishermen is sold to Fishermen"s '

Co-operative Societies who in turn ;rp.arket it to Fishing Companies .
.'

The six Fishing Companies that process and market the fish are

(1 ) Kenya Fishing Industries Ltd.

(2) Kenya Cold Storage Ltd. (1964).

(3 ) Wanainchi Marine Products.

(4) Samaki Industries Ltd.

(5 ) Ocean Product Exporter Ltd.

(6) African Fishing and Trading Co. Ltd.

The first three companies also participate' in commercial fishing, mostly

trawling.

The Government through the Ministry of Fisheries and Wild Life

encourages and gives support to Fishermen's Co-operative Societies to

increase production from their members, and to take more active role

16.
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men operating between fishermen and consumers and there is a great

gap in money earned by the former and money paid by the latter. As a

result of which fishermen are exploited by the middle men and this is

partly due to lack of proper distribution, marketing and storage system.

Sometimes good fishing periods do not coincide with good marketing periods

and this fluctuation discourage s the fishermen! s efforts.

The export market is yet to be explored ftilly as the import tonnage

is almost twice the export. Species like lobsters, prawns, kingfish and

snappers are very popular both locally and abroad and have a high

market value. Most of the local consumption of these species goes to

the hotels and when the fishermen know that they are scarce, they try to

get direct m.arket with the hoteliers. These increase or lower prices

according to demand and supply.
,,~ ~

Recent (ref. 5) research conducted has shown that most of the

species are being over exploited and some before they even reach the

";maximum sustainable yield. On the other hand tuna and marlin

(deep sea fish) ~re very much underexploited and there is no limit to the

export market for them. Therefore the sooner Kenya enters the Tuna

Fishery, the sooner she will have a voice in international discussions on

the control of the tuna fishing and the allocation of resources to the

interested fishing countries. But only high production levels will permit

a fish canning industry for Kenya to enter foreign market. Europe is

a good outlet and North America an excellent one but extremely difficult

and expensive to enter.



Table 1. Annual Fish Catch 1956-1981

Year Catch (Metric Tons) Value (£ )

1956 4,100 131,600

1957 4,650 116, 656

1958 4,770 170,976

1959 4,000 147,840

1960 4,250 166,475

1961 4,971 194,863

1962 5,109 220,112

·1963 4,189 234,584

1964 4,652 148,274

1965 6,285 311 ,640

1966 7,354 411,863

1967 6,905 357,943

1968 6,922 370,041

1969 6,752 .,"!'~ 407,922

1970 7,535 492,883

1971 8,863 896,121
,

1972 8,883 564,023

197'3 5,125 504,010

1974 6,113 638,070

1975 6,408 838,069

1976 5,626 873,498

1977 5,329 941,000

1978 4,634 1,059,000

1979 5,851 1,166,362

1980 7,244 1,757,337

1981 7,194 2,025,048

/
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AREAS OF OPERATION AND PORT FACILITIES

The Nature of the Coast Line

The coast of Kenya is very irregular, indented and fronted by

several islands of which the largest in the Northern part are Lamu,

Manda, Pate and Kismayu. Half-way along the coast is Mombasa Island

and in the Southern part, Funzi Island. Between and around the

northern islands lie many reefs and shoals, extending in places for 6 or

7 miles offshore from their sea-ward coasts. The northern islands

have high sandhills on their seaward sides, but elsewhere are fringed

,
with mangroves; their mainland coasts are almost entirely bordered

, by mangroves. The seaward coast near Mombasa is very flat but

around Mombasa Island there are many creeks and swamps.

Fishing Areas

The fishing areas are divided into two banks: the Northern Banks

and the Southern Banks. Within these areas are creeks and bays that

provide the most fertile fishing grounds and have the highest concentration

of 'dermarsa:1 fish. The trawling is carried out in the Northern Banks

(see Fig. 1). Apart from the two coastal banks, Kenya being a party to

all four of the 1958 Geneva Conventions on the Territorial Sea and the

Contiguous Zone, on the Continental Shelf, on the High Seas, and on

Fishing and Conservation of the living resources of the High Seas has an

established Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) extending up to 200 miles.

And this is the area for the deep sea fishing grounds in the Western Indian

Ocean (Fig. 2).

A bilateral agreement (ref. 6) between Kenya and Tanzania has

delimited the marine territorial and extended jurisdiction boundary betWeen
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2.1.

the two countries.
I

Apparently at the same time the two neighbours agreed to

,
harmonize their fisheries legislation and to grant reciprocally tolerant

treatment to vessels from the other country. The agreed delimitation

is reflected in the Kenyan territorial waters legislation and in the EEZ

Proclamation. Kenya is also a member of the Indian Ocean Fishery

Commission which was estabifshed in 1967 by resolution of the Food and--

Agricultural Organization Council.

Port and Landing Facilities

The Port of Mombasa, which comprises Mombasa Old Port and

Kilindini Harbour, is the principal port managed by the Kenya Ports

Authority. The government has invested a great deal of resources in

the harbour facilities in Mombasa. _,There is a total of twenty berths

plus a container terminal.

Other small ports from south northward are Vanga, Wasin,

Kilifi, Malindi and Lamu. Landing jetties for fishing boats and some

handling and storage facilities have been established along the coast.

The biggest of this is owned by Kenya Fishing Industries Limited.

This is a Centralised Modern Complex sited near the harbour entrance

consisting of the cold store with an area of 12.,000 square feet and a

capacity of 1,800 tons of frozen fish, a large handling and weighing room,

ships stores warehouse, a modern jetty capable of mooring ocean-going

vessels and a fixed conveyor belt for speedy discharge of fish from

catcher boats at a rate of 30 tons per hour into the cold store. The cold

store can freeze the catch and maintain a temperature as low as -30°C.

There is also a buJt.kering facility comprising two storage tanks and a
/



repair workshop.

The jetty is capable of accommodating vessels of up to 110 M

in length having a draught of up to 7 M .

•• '!'M

/
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WEA THER AND SEA CONDITIONS

The waters of the Western Indian Ocean in which Kenyan

waters belong, are 'not static in any of the commonly measured attributes.

The dominating climatic feature is the monsoon regime, which strongly

influences the pattern of surface circulation. During the South West

Monsoon (southern hemisphere winter, April-October), the East African

Current £lows strongly-northwards, parallel to the Coast of Kenya.~--This

current originates as a branch of the South Equatorial current which flows

towards the African Continent from the general direction of the northern

part of the Seychelles-Mauritius Ridge. Other branches diverge and flow

. southwards along both sides of Madagasca (see Fig. 3(a) and (b)). During

the North East Monsoon (Southern hemisphere summer, October-March),

there is a complete reversal of the ~nds and the wind-generated surface.,."

circulation north of about 1 0 0 S. The wind is normally moderate,

weather hot, the sea warm and the velocity of the coastal current reduced.

/'
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CHARACTERISTICS OF EXISTING VESSEL

Table 2 below shows the particulars of the 12 commercial

fishing vessels with their respective companies. From the table it can

be seen that apart from one fish carrier all the rest are trawlers except

25.

two deep sea Tuna Longliners. This clearly indicates that their is scope

for more development of the deep sea fishing sector.

Table 2. Characteristics of Existing Vessels

FISHING VESSELS
,

Company Location Name Type* Length GRT HP
(m)

KENYA Mombasa 1 M/V Kusi TR 40t 352 1400
FISHING

2 Liwatomi-l TR 11
INDUSTRIES

3 M/ T Unfunguo LL 44 275

4 M/T Uchumi LL 44 275

KENYA Mombasa 1 Alia Challenger TR 29 165 825
COLD

2 Alia CommanderTR 29 165
STORAGE

825

LTD (1964) 3 Aegina TR 34 220 1400

4 Shoka TR 18 SO 350

5 Shoka NDO 60 TR 12 35 115

WANAGHI Mombasa 1 M/V Kuvuna
MARINE 369 TR 12 35
PRODUCTS 2 M/V Kuvuna

888 TR 21 80

3 CM/V Kuvuna
818 FC 21 80

* TR - Trawler;

/

>';: LL - Longliner; * FC - Fish carrier.



2 6.

DETERMINA TION OF PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS

DESIGN PROCEDURE

From the Feasibility Study in Part A, the following conclusions

have been drawn.

1. The best vessel is one fishing for tuna with capability of Deep Sea.

2. The ge·a.:L"_~jll be Purse Seiner. This comprises net, power block,

tripple-drum winch, skiff, chasing boat, davit, hair pin, and

brailing gear.

3. The area" of operation will be approximately 40 0 E to 52°E and

4. The vessel will have a range of about 1, 000 miles, and a speed

of 11 knots.

.,' A

5. The base of operation will be Mombasa Port. Here, no restrictions

on draft or beam are encountered.

6. The vessel will be capable of standing sea state 7, (20ft wave

height) and will have a natural rolling period of less than 10 sec.

7. The ves sel will have a capacity of about 250 tons tuna and length

on water line 37 m.

8. The ves sel will have 15 crew member s as follows:

1 Captain
1 Chief Engineer
1 2nd Engineer
1 Mate
1 Deck Boss
1 Cook

"9 Crew

10. A typical fishing trip will last about 30 days.

11. The vessel will be built to Lloyds "100 Al Fishing Vesselll and

will comply with !MCO Regulations for Fishing Vessels, in all



aspects especially safety.

12. The propulsive power will be about 1,000 H. P .

.,.,.

/



28.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN PARAMETERS

Having known the requi!<ementsof the proposed vessel, all the

basic data, i. e. main dimensions, power requirements, capacities,

weights of various items making up the hull can be estimated to meet

these requirements.

Since both capital and operating costs tend to increase with size,

it is important that ideal dimensions suitable shouldb-ethe smallest.

If the dimensions chosen are "too big ll the building cost will be greater

than lfecessary and profits will suffer. Ii, on the other hand, the chosen

dimensions are "too small", great difficulty will be found in the development

of the design and in the end a revision of the dimensions will be found

necessary. The ease with which a design can be developed therefore

depends on a good choice of preliminary dimensions. The technical and
.' ~ ,.

economi.c success of the final' design depends on the final choice of

dimensions. In fishing vessels, hold capacity is the most important item

and must be related to the owners major factor, namely, the voyage

duration.

PreFminary Dimensions

The storage rate for tuna is 1.33 m
3

per metric tonne, therefore

the hold capacity of vessel of 250 tonnes is about 330 m 3

•

Figure 4 shows the following plots against length on water line

of 17 tuna Purse Seiners taken from (ref. 7)

(1) Fi sh hold (m. tonne s)

(2) Length Breadth ratio LIB

(3) Breadth Draft ratio B/ T

(4) Breadth Depth ratio B/D,
/'
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From. the graph, at 250 tonnes capacity, the following have

been deduced:

LWL = ·38m.

LIB = 4.15

BIT = 2.11

BID = L 99

The approxim.ate m.ain dim.ensions can then be determ.ined from. the ratios

using L as the length on water line:

30

LWL =

'B =

T =

D =

38 m.

9.l5m.

4.34 m.

4. 60 m.

To find the block coefficient the volurn.e of displacem.ent should

be known and (ref. 8) a graph of fish hold capacity against displacem.ent has

been plotted for various fishing vessels from. which:

Displacem.ent 6. =

Block .coefficient C
B

=

730 tonnes

730
38 x 9.15 x 4.34 x L 025

= 0.472

(Ref. 8) gives a table of finess coefficient C ,C ,for each
p m.

value of C
B

for fIshing vessels and from. which it is found that

,
Midship section coefficient C = 0.878

m.

= O. 565



Preliminary Hydrostatics Data

It is important to check stability using the approximate main

dimensions to estim'ate the necessary features to give the vessel the

required stability and seaworthiness. This can be achieved by estimating

the transverse metacentric stability. Though this can not be determined

accurately until the waterline shape is fixed, the waterplace coefficient

C and other characteristics of the waterline may be generally
w

determined using known approximate formulae.

For a given pristimatic coefficient, (Ref. 9) gives a plot of

data for selecting waterplane coefficient and Transverse Moment of

Area Coefficient. This was used for determining the following

coefficients:

31.

.....;.

At

/

C
P

C
w

A
w

KB

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

0.565

0.670

0.505

LB
3

12

3
0.505x38x9.l5

12

1225 x 1. 025
730

1. 72 m'

0.67x38x9.l5

233 m
2

T - 1/3~ + Y
w

) (Morrish)



KB 4.34 - 1
3

= 2.598m

4.34 + 712-- ---
2 233

32

= 2.598 + 1. 72

= 4.318 m

. To find GM a value of KG has to be assumed but (ref. 8) page 46

gives a plot"of average values of centre of gravity in light and local

condition plotted against length.

KG

GM

=

=

3.48 m

4.318 - 3.48

= 0.838m

KG/D = 3.48
4.60

= O. 756
.,'to

"""

The above values of GM and KG to depth ratio of the proposed

de~ign are very satisfactory for this type of fishing vessel.



POWERING ESTIMATION

A number of methods exist for preliminary estimation of horse

power necessary to attain speed and to meet the mission requirement

of vessel. A simple method suitable for fishing vessel based on

diagrams of residual resistance and frictional resistance coefficients

is given in (ref. 8)

EHP K (C
R

+ C
F

+ 0.004)
2/3

V
3

= \7r

where K = 0.5 for L/7 1
/

3
= 4

r

= O. 56 for Ll '71
/

3
= 5

33.

C
R

and C
F

obtained from graphs given in the same reference above.

By calculation and interpolations from graphs:

Froude Number F =
n

= 11 x .5144

J9.81x38

= 0.293

.~ 1/3
L / \1 = 4.256

K = 0.515
r

C
R = 2.902 x 10-

3

C
F

-3-
= 1.93xlO.

\72/3 = 79. 736

/
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1· Residu"c/ -res/slanee coe/fici~nt versus
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Therefore

EHP = 483.

From the' effective horse power it is possible to know the brake

horse power in trial condition, assuming that propulsive efficiency

varies proportionally from 0.50 for 20 m boa;ts to 0.60 for 70 m vessels.

It flows for the 38 m vessel that:

QPC = 0 .---S3 6

BHP = 483

.536

= 901 H. P.

Allowing for 2% shaft los s es and as suming that P B is 85% of the

maximum continuous rating power of engine

MCR = 1080 H. ,·P.

Sele ction of Main Engine

The choice of type of machinery involves several consideration.

The first point to consider is whether the engine needed should be slow,

medium or high speed. All have advantages and disadvantages. A fast
I

. running engine is smaller for the same horse power so if space saving

is at premium then thIS would be the obvious choice.

Also connected with size is weight. If the engine is not so heavy

then the vessel's deadweight is increased.

Low speed engines are much heavier but on the other hand give

the possibility of the choice of r. p. m. for the propeller. Maintainance

cost is lower since materials suffer lower loads and parts have a longer

life. They also don't require reduction gears. However initial cost is



higher in, low speed engine s, but they have prolonged burn tim.e for the

fuel and heavier grades can be used therefore reducing the cost of

fuel pe r tonne.

Medium. speed engines have a m.ajor advantage of being

reversible. It is cheaper using a reversible engine than using a reverse

reduction gear.

High speed diesel engines are non reversible, therefore whenever

used, reduction gears should be reversing too. But a controllable pitch

propeller solves this problem. and gives greater flexibility to the

installation and m.ake s it sim.ple. High speed engines are widely used in

fishing vessels and in m.any cases are "m.arinized" versions of existing

autom.otive engines. In this context they are cheap and availability

38.

of spare parts is better.
.' ~ .II

The m.ain aspects to consider before final selection of m.ain engine

can be sum.m.ari sed as:

Maxim.um. power requirem.ent

Range of power of work conditions

Bulk of m.achinery

Initial and life-cycle costs

Maintainence and repair requirem.ents

Specific fuel consum.ption,

Specific weight

Lubricating oil consum.ption rates.

As the vessel under design will be. Purse Seining, there is no

towing problem. like for trawlers. The ship will have a free navigation

condition and a slo~ speed one when searching for fish. For this type of
/



fishing" a medium.' speed diesel engine is the m.ost convenient choice.

Having considered all the above aspects, the final selection of

main engine is that'manufactured by Ruston. The com.pany has been in

business for a long tim.e and there is a very good spares back up service

39.

and they have agents in Kenya. Their range of engines are also

.' '.
:"

renounced for durability, economy and reliability. The engine chosen is:

RUSTON 6 AP 230 (6 cylinders 230 m.m. stroke)

RPM BHP

720 1030

750 1080

900 1290

1000 1440

Weight = 11.7tonnes.,''''

Width = 1.524 m

Length ove raIl = 3.364 m

Specific fuel consumption at full power = O. 212 kg/kw hr .

/



ESTIMATED SPEED/POWER CURVE

This curve was found by calculating the effective horse power

at each speed as follows:

4C

Substituting the values of K and
r

EHP =
2/3

K
r

(C
R

+ C
F

+ 0.004) '\7'

2/3\7 found previously:

-2
EHP = 4.1064 x 10 (C

R
+ C

F
+ 4)

For each value of V in knots, the values of C
R

, C
F

hence EHP we re

calculated and tabulated below:

V (knots) V (rn/ s) F 10
3

CR 10
3

CF EHP
n

13 6. 7 0.346 5.152 1. 890 996

12· 6.2 0.320 3.883 1. 915 695
.'~ '"

11 5.7 0.293 2.902 1.930 483

10 5. 1 0.267 2.123 1.955 332

9 4. 6 0.240 1.455 1. 980 223

8 4. 1 O. 213 1.132 2.020 150

. 7 3.6 0.186 0.932 2.060 98
(

6 3. 1 0.160 0.798 2.11 61

A curve of EHP plotted against speed was found to pass through

all the points showing that the above for:mula gives good approximation

for powering of the proposed vessel.

/
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WEIGHT CALCULATIONS AND ESTIMATES

Weight calculations or estimates fall into two categories

(1) the preliminary estimate necessary to begin the lines plan and

provide a cost indication (2) the final calculation giving the vessel

characteristics, scantlings, outfit and machinery details.

Like many other aspects of the preliminary design, the weight

estimation is a mixture of experience, knowledge, and, in particular,

access to data compiled for similar designs. Logical collection and

compiling of data on weights of vessels over a long period of time.has

been do'ne (ref. 10) and give good indication of results.

(a) Lightship:

Lightship = Hull weight + machinery weight + outfit weight
+ margin.

.,-:11

(i) Hull weight, a formula based on Lloyds equipment

numeral and developed by Watson (ref. 10) aids to obtain

where=

the steelweight

0.037 El. 36W
s

.' E = L (B + T) + O. 85 L(D - T) + O. 8 5~11 h + O. 7 5~1 h
1 2 2

11' hI' 12, h 2 were estimated from the general arrangement

drawing and L, B, D and T substituted to give E = 520

Hull weight W
s

= 182 tonnes

(ii) Machinery weight:

This includes the weight of engine room installations,

including main propulsion engine together with its systems,

/

gears, controls, propeller, shafting, shaft bearings,
"



generators, pumps, main switchboard.

The weight of diesel engines depend on MCR and RPM.

The remaining auxiliary weight are related to power of

main engine, RPM, position of engine room and type and

stowage of fish carried.

43

W- m

where

= C
m

(

MCR \ O. 75

RPM)

c = 20 fo r MCR ~ 1, 000 HP
m

C = 30 for MCR :> 1,000 HP
m

(
1290) O. 75

Wm = 30 900

" .
= 39 tonnes

(iii) Wood and outfit weight

Watson gives (ref. 10) a formula to estimate the outfit weight,

and a graph of outfit weight against length between

perpendicular s

W = K LB
o 0

Where K varies for fishing vessels between 0.25 forL = 20
o

metres to O. 50 for L = 80. metre s.

From the graph, it was found that

W = 100 tonnes
o

(iv) Margin

This insures the attainment of specific deadweight even if

there has been an underestimate of the light weight or-

/



an over-estimate of the load displacement. In our proposed design, it

allows to include a permanent ballast which is convenient to cover

,
later weight increase or modification.

Margin = 2% of ((i) + (ii) + (iii) )

Lightship = (182 + 39 + 100) x 1.02

= 328 tonnes

(b) Oil Fuel

During the fishing operations full power of the engine is not used,

but for preliminary calculations it is customary to take into consideration

full po~er and appropriate consumption rate for the whole trip:

44

sfc of engine

1290 H. P.

=

=

0.212 Kg/Kw hr

948 Kw

Daily fuel con sumption
-3

= .,.11 O. 212 x 948 x 24 x lOt

= 4. 823 t/ day full power

(i) Steaming time fro;rn port to fishing grounds and back

.'

=

Fuel consumed during trip

1000
11·

8 days .

x 1 x 2
24

= 8 x 4.823

= 39 tonnes.

Time spent on fi shing grounds

= (30 -,8)

= 22 days

Actual time fishing say 15 days at 12 hours a day:

Fuel 15 x 4.823 x i

::: 36 tonnes
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, LAYOUT AND GEAR HANDLING METHOD

The vessel layout as shown on the general arrangement drawing

shows features traditional to the West Coast of the United States and

Canada (ref. 21). The deckhouse, containing crew accommodation is

forward with the engine room below. The fish holds lie abaft the

room and below the clear working deck, with a net storage space at

the aft end.

The method of fishing to be used is known as Purse Seining.

This method has grown rapidly in the last twenty five years and

superceded the traditional Japanese Tuna longlining method. The

principle behind this method is the encircling gear, which does not

require high towing power as in trawlers. The gear is aimed at free

swimming species of schooling fish"and catches are often large. After

encirclement the net is closed at the bottom and brought back to the ship,

hoisted aboard and the fish released into the holds. While steaming to

the fishing grounds, the net is laid out on the aft end of the working deck

and a skiff boat placed on top as shown on the general arrangement

drawing. When a school of fish is located, the vessel manoeuvres

depending on the wind and tide, it then releases the skiff which is by

then attached to the net. The skiff tows away from the vessel as the

vessel is describing a circle around the fish. The vessel joins together

with the skiff and purses the net. The net is then gradually pulled

aboard the vessel until the fish are sufficiently concentrated to brail

into the fish wells. This system . sometimes known as "western

one-boat system" (ref. 22), lends itself most favourable to mechanization

and high manpower effi~iency.
/



Total Fuel = 39 + 36

45.

= 75 tonnes

Allo~ 200/0 for bad weather

. '. Total capacity of fuel for whole trip

= 90 tonnes

The capacity of Lubricating Oil is taken as approximately 10/0

of the fuel capacity.

(c) Fresh Water

(Ref. 11) gives a graph of Fresh Water provision per crew man

per day 'at sea against vessel length from which a consumption of

35 litres/ day/man was found for the proposed design.

Amount of fresh water

.' ~ "

..3= 35 x 30 x 15 x 10 tonne s

= 16 tonnes .

Allow 200/0 for bad weather

.Fresh water

(d) . Fish Hold

10 brine tanks of capacity =

= 19 tonnes

250 tonnes

.<

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fishing Gear

Crew and Effects

Provision and Stores

=

=

=

30 tonnes

2.5 tonnes

2.5 tonnes

Total displacement full load is ·the sum of a, b, c, d, e, f and g.

Load Displacement = 722 tonnes

For practical operations, the displacement loaded is assumed

to be corresponding to vessel leaving fishing grounds. In which case it

is assumed that the consumables (oil fuel, fresh water, lubricating oil)

have been utilized1?y 50% of its capacity. Therefore the actual loaded
/



displacement corresponds to the weight of light ship plus weight of

crew with effects plus weight of fi shing gear, plus one half the addition

,
of fresh water, plus weight of provisions, plus one half the addition of

fuel and lubricating oil, plus weight of maximum catch of fish.

Actual design loaded displacement = 668 tonnes

.... ,.

/
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Figure 9 shows an outline of the midship section.

Fishing gear:

Purse Seine Net:

Power block:

Winch:

Purse blocks and davit:

Brailer:

Skiff boat:

about 550 fathoms long by 55 fathoms deep.

supported from the long boom which is hung

from the stayed mast situated at the after end

of the deck house.

mounted so that the ends of the Purse Line

can be wound on to separate drums as they

are brought in after completion of pursing.

50mm diameter x 5m long with Brail basket

150 mm. Approximate capacity of Ii tonnes

of fish.
_,1,.

6 m long with 120 H. P. outboard motors.

Capable of towing the vessel and the net

to prevent entanglement with the propeller

or to clear obstacles.

Fish Preserving:

There are ten steel1ined fully insulated brine tanks (5 on starboard

and 5 on port side). One of the greatest problem with tuna fishing

vessels is preserving the catch from the time when fishing commences

to the time, when after a long trip horne, the fish is discharged. The

method of refrigerating the catch to be used in the proposed design is one

of recirculating sea water. Two refrigeration systems will be incorporated

to the wells. The brine chilling and the dry holding. The first system

circulates the brine in any direction in all or any separate tanks; screens
/
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are positioned in such a way that brine has full penetration and flow

throughout each tank. There are ammonia coils in each tank that draw

heat from the brine 'and fish by means of direct expansion of ammonia,

supplied from a large reservoir located in the aft alley of the shaft tunnel.

The ammonia supply is through automatic expansion valves at each tank.

The second system of refrigeration has freon coils running around

the tanks.

Brine freezing temperature is (_18° to ~21 °C). The advantage of

this 'method is that it is simple, effective and especially suitable to

freezing! tropical tunas.

.... '"

/
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HULL FORM AND LINES PLAN

The following preliminary main characteristics have been

determined for the proposed vessel.

LWL = 38 m

B = 9.15 m

T = 4.34 m

D = 4.60 m

C
B = 0.496

C = O. 565
P

C = 0.878
m

BHP = 901

~ = 722 tonnes

Fish hold capacity 33'0 m 3
=

Fuel oil capacity tanks 100 m
3=

Fresh water capacity tanks 19 m
3

=

When generating the hull form to satisfy the above characteristics,

the main objective was the development of a simplified hull form,

based on sound scientific principles, and without any sacrifice in

hydrodynamic properties. The hull form exhibiting these qualities to the

highest degree is a double- chine type using the Hydroconic Concept

(ref. 12). Not only is this type suited for economic construction, but also

through careful design the chines themselves actually can produce

appreciable hydrodynamic advantage through their potential effect on

controlling the direction of water flow around the hull. Water flow pattern

around the Hydroconic hull is essentially diagonal in the forebody and along,

the buttocks/ aft.

51.
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By avoiding diagonal flow aft, common to the round-bilged hull,

a much better supply of water to the propeller, with little air entrapment,

is possible. Also,' with essentially straight-line buttock flow aft, much

more uniform wake values and less local turbulence are encountered.

Hydroconic hulls require les s skilled labour to construct since

plate curvature is avoided as much as possible. It has been found to

reduce hull construction co st by between 20 to 30% (ref. 13) and since any

savings in initial construction costs leads to better economic returns

for'the vessel, the above hull form was chosen for the proposed design.

A basis' ship of the following particulars was used to generate a lines

plan (ref. 14).

LOA = 38.85 m

LWL = 36.0 m .,.,.

LBP = 34.25 m

B = 8.90 m

D = 4.42 m

T = 3.96 m

.
't': F = 0.318

n

The lines plan for the proposed design was faired with increased

freeboard and beam while at the same time keeping within the various

limits of Tuna Vessels ratios (BIT, LIB,' D/T), and ensuring adequate volum.

for payload, fuel, fresh water and ballast water. The following final

particulars for the proposed vessel were arrived at:

LOA

LBP

LWL
/'

=

=

=

39.35 m

34.47 m

37.5 m



B = 9.218 m

D = 4.90 m
mId

DWL = 4.14 m above base line

T = 3. 66 m (moulded)

Freeboard amidships = 1.24 m

Tank Capacities:

Offsets were lifted from the faired lines plan and bonjeans

calculated 'at various waterlines using the Computer Program (ref. 15)

on the Apple II Computer. Tank volumes shown on the general

arrangement drawing were then calculated as shown below.

Note: LCG assumed positive forward of amidships and negative aft

of amidships.

All VCG are taken above th~' design base line

F. S. M. is the free surface moment taken at 98% full capacity.

/
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.

Space
Capacities

V.C.G. L.C.G. F. S. M.Compartment -
Frs. Metres Metres Tne Mtr

M
3

Tonnes Tonnes
Full 98% Full Full

D. B. Oil Fuel No.1. 17 - 32 49 40 41 1.3 -3.25 83 .

" " II No.2. 32 - 41 26 21 22 1.3 +2.95 41

Aft Oil Fuel Tank 28 23 24 5. 0 -17.75 29

D. B. Fresh Water 42 - 56 26 25 26 1. 83 +9.88 25

F. Peak F. W. Ballast 56 - 61 18 17 18 4.75 +15.22 19
.,

Aft D. B. Tk (void) 4 - 16 56 -' - 2.90 -11. 7

Fish Hold NO.5. 2 - 10 56 - 42 4. 61 -13.3

No.4. 10 - 1 7 63 - 47 5.25 -9.1

No.3. 17 - 24 73 - 55 4.57 -5.62

No.2. 24 - 31 75 - 56 4.16 -1. 80

No.1. 31 - 38 76 - 57 4.64 +1.87

Table 3. Tank Capacities

lJ1
~



FINAL HYDROSTATICS AND CROSS-CURVES OF STABILITY

(i) Hydrostatics

This was calculated using the Wolfson Marine Technology Unit

Hydrostatics Program on the Apple II Computer. Initially the vessel

was assumed to have a zero trim and vertical centre of gravity of 3.48 m.

The displac'ement found from this hydrostatics at a designed waterline

of 4.14 m agreed with that estimated for the loaded condition when vessel

leaves fishing grounds with maximum catch.

A computer print out and a plot of the hydrostatic curves are

shown on the following page and Figure 10 respect}vely.

(ii) Cross':'curves of Stability

The KN curves shown in Figure 11 were calculated assuming that

sea water does not enter the hull b~low the main deck and the forecastle

when the vessel heels to the given angle.. These KN values were

determined assuming that the L. C. B. /trim remains constant as the

vessel heels.

The diagram below illustrates the relationship between KN and

righting lever GZ.

55

waterline

G Z = KN - KG Sin e



" SHULL
CIFIC GRAVITY OF WATER= 1.025
PLENGTH= 34.475 MTRS
LDED BEAM= 9.218" MTRS
= 3.~8~TRS KEELDEPTH= .05 MTRS
~ SHELL THICKNESS= 9.5E-03 MTRS

TRIM= 0.000 MTRS

IlJL tvlLDDI SP FULLDISP LCE: LCF I)CB I t··1t·,·IERS ION I

TRS; Tm··J~'IES Tm··Jt··~ES t'·HF;:3 t1TRS t··HF.: S T m·,Jt·-J ES/Ctvl t'1TR'
.00 1 .91 lEI 1 • $'7"7'E 1 -0.6:==3 0 • 5~:'7' o . :=:22 7.::::50E-l '7' • 0
.50 7.388El 7.541El 0.070 0.054 1 .158 1 .358EO 1 .5'
.00 1 .524E2 1 .544E2 -0. 104 -0 .4'7''7' 1 .4~04 1 .745EO 2.0
.50 2.4'7'4E2 2.51'7'E2 -0.408 -1 .189 1 .772 2.113EO 2.5::
.00 .~:. 613E2 3. t~,42E2 -0.702 -1 •.~,4E: 2.075 2.3,::,'7'EO ~:. o·
.50 4.859E2 4.8'?4E2 -1 .032 -2.352 2.374 2.616EO - .~ C"'I'

_'. ,_1-.

.00 t-.216E2 6.25"5E2 -1 • :::::3~: -2. '7'1~7 2. ,::.72 2.::317EO 4.0,

.14 6.626E2 6. ,~6,5E2 -1 .486 -3.129 2.757 2.870EO 4. 1 ~

.50 7.6c.7E2 7.710E2 -1 • 72B~ .. -3. ;31~13 2.9':18 2. '7'70 EO 4.4:

.00 9.173E2 9.221E2 -1 .998 -3.344 3.262 3.049EO 4. 8~

lJJL 8t1T Gt--1T 8HL HCT C8 CP Cf"l
TONNES

rRS t"1TRS t"lTRS t'HRS t··-jT R~3/Ct"l
.00 7.321 4 .6~,3 1 . 04'7'E2 5.672E-l 0.0~,17 o . :34t,5 o. 1782 O.
.50 6.495 4.173 6.210El 1 .281EO 0.1564 0.39~'7 0.3912 o.
.00 5.330 ~:.315 4. 6 171J7'E 1 1 • '?8 ';;'EO 0.2400 0.4589 o .52;::0 0 .
.50 4.63:3 2.9:31 4.281El 2.973EO (I • ~: 125 0.5057 0 . ~,1'?'7 o.
• () [I 3.778 2.373 3. '7'C:.5E 1 4.00'7'EO O. :37':;,1) 0.5507 (I. ~,f:26 0 .
. 50 3.177 2.072 3.8t.OEl 5.285EO 0.4324 0.5934 o .72:=:6 (I •

. 00 2.~,84 1 . :377 3.730El 6.582EO 0.4:331 o. '~1:3:32 a . 71~1:=:O O.

. 14 -2 .. 572 1 .850 3 . ,::,B~'E 1 6.953EO 0.496B o .6441 0.771:3 O •

. 50 2.324 1 .813 ::::.507El 7.1!18t:IEO (1.52:=:'7' (I • '~1,~9:=: (I • 7:=:$',5 I) •

,00 2.027 1 .BI0 3.141E1 8.301EO o .568'7' 0.7016 0.8108 o.

COMPUTER PRINT OUT
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59.

STABILITY CRITERIA

This vessel is required to comply with 1968 IMCO Recommendation

on intact stability of fishing vessels. It is therefore important to

ensure that in any sailing condition the stability complies with the

following minima:

(a) The area under the curve of righting lever (GZ curve) shall not

be less than:-

(i) 0.055 metre-radians up to an angle of 30 degrees;

(ii) O. 090 metre-radians up to an angle of 40 degrees or

such lesser angle of heel at which the lower edges of any

openings in the hull, superstructures, deckhouse or

companion ways, being openings which cannot be closed

weatherlight, are imm'ersed;

,
0.030 metre-radians between the angles of heel of

30 degrees and 40 degrees or such lesser angle as

defined in (ii) above.

(b) The righting lever (GZ) shall be at least 0.20 m at an angle of

heel equal to or greater than 30 degrees;

(c) The maximum righting lever (GZ) shall occur at an angle of

heel not less than 25 degrees.

(d) In the upright position the transverse metacentric height (GM)

shall not be less than 0.35 metres.

Whereas no maximum values are recommended it is advisable to avoid

excessive values since these might lead to acceleration forces which

could be prejudicial to the ship, its crew and to the safe carriage of

cargo.
/



,Condition No.1. Departure from fishing grounds

60.

Departure from fishing ground~ with the maximum catch and

about 50% of the co;r;,sumables used up is regarded as the most critical

loading condition since it has the least freeboard and contains a

reasonable amount of free surface moments. The loading distribution

is shown below:

Table 4

Itetn Weight VCG Vert. LCG Longl. . FSC
Tonnes m mmt. m mmt' tne.

mtr.

D. B. Oil fuel No. 1. 20 1.1 22.0 - 3.25 - 65. 0 48

11 ',I " No.2. 11 1.1 12. 0 + 2.95 + 32.45 36 ,

Aft O.'F. Tank Tnk. 12 4.5 54.0 -17.75 - 213.00 19
.' ~ ,.

D. B. Fresh Water Tnk. 12 1.4 16.8 + 9.88 - 118.56 18

F. Peak F. W. Ballast - - - - - -
Fish Hold No.1 42 4.61 193. 62 -13.3 - 558. 6 -

No.2 47 5.25 246.75 - 9.1 + 427. 7 -.
No.3 53 4.57 242.21 - 5.62 - 297. 86 -
No: 4 54 4.16 224.64 - 1.80 - 97.20 -
No.5 54 4.64 250. 56 + 1. 87 - 101. 0 -

E:'i shing Gear 30 5.70 171. 0 - 9. 5 - 285. 0 -
Crew and Effects 2.5 5.90 14.75 +10.8 - 27.0 --

Provisions and Stores 1.5 5.90 8.85 +10.2 + 15.3 -

Deadweight 339 4.30 1457.28 - 5.463 -1852.05 121
.

Lightship 328 4.62 1515.36 + 0.96 + 315. 54 -

Displacement 667 4.45 2972.64 - 2.304 -1536.51 121



From the Hydrostatics Curves at the above displacement

the following were deduced:-

L.G.B.. = -1. 486 m

L.G.F. = -3.129 m

MGTC = 6.953 tonnes mtrsl cm

LGG = -2.304 m

B-G Lever ---- 0.825 m

Trim correction = 0.825 x 667
6.953 x 100

Trim aft

Trim fwd

Draft aft

Draft fwd

= O. 791 by stern

= 17.23 - 3. 129 x 7.91
34.47

= 0.323 m

= 17.23 + 3.129 x .791
••• !'Io 34.47

= 0.467 m

= 4.463 m

= 3.673 m

Fre'e'surface correction
= 121

667

= O. 181 m

KM
T

= 5.325 m

KG(solid) = 4.45 m

KG(fluid) = 4. 631 m

GM(fluid) = 0.694 m

At a displacement of 667 tonnes, KN values were read off from the

cross curves of stability and GZ values found by:



GZ = KN - KG(£luid) Sine

" Fig. 12 shows a plot of GZ values against angle of inclination.

-,-"
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SAILING STATE
Departure from fishing grounds Condition No.1.

Draught aft ..

Praught forward

Mean draught

Total trim

(to' the design base line) =: 4.463 m

(to the design base line) = 3.. 673 m

(to the design base line amidships) = 4.068 m

(= draught forward - draught aft) = -0.79 m

Transverse metacentric height corrected for free surfa~e,
GM (Fluid) = o. 694
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Rule ActualSUMMARY OF STABILITY
Minimum Value

Area under righting lever (GZ) curve up to 30 0

0.055MR 0.098MRArea under righting lever (GZ) curve uP,to lesser
of 40 0 and 0

0.090MR O.152MRArea under righting lever (GZ) curve from 30 0 to
the lesser of 40 0 and 0

O.030MR 0.055MR
Maximum righting lever (GZ) between 30° and 900 0.20 M 0.325MAngle of !;teel at which maximum righting lever
(GZ) occurs

2.5° 43.5 0

Transverse metacentric height [GM (Fluid) ]
0.35 M O. 6941vl



Condition No.2. Arrival in Port with Maximum catch

6

Upon arrival in port from the fishing grounds it is assumed that

all the fuel in the aft tank has been used up with some from No.1. double

bottom tank. The loading distribution is shown below:

Table 5

Weight VCG Vert LeG Long!. FSM
Item

Tonnes m mmt. m mmt tne.
mtr.

D.B. Oil Fuel Tnk No.1. 12 0.98 11. 76 - 3.25 - 39~0 37

" 11 " " No.2. 11 1.1 12.1 + 2.95 + 32.45 36

Aft O. F. Tank - - - - - -
·D.B. Fresh Water Tnk. 9 1.2 10.8 + 9.88 + 88.92 18

F. P. F.W. Ballast Tnk. - - - - - -
Fi sh Hold No.1. 42 .•4.61 193.62 -13.3 - 558. 6

No.2. 47 5.25 246.75 - 9.1 - 427.7

No.3. 53 4.57 242. 21 - 5.62 - 297.86

No.4. 54 4.16 224. 64 - 1. 80 - 97.20

. No.5. 54 4.64 250.56 + 1. 87 --101."0

Fi shing Gear 30 5.70 171. 0 - 9.5 -"" 285. '0

Crew and Effects 2. 5 5.90 14.75 +10.8 + : 27.0

Provisions and Stores 1.0 5.90 5.90 +10.2 + 10.2

Deadweight 315.5 4.39 1384.09 - 5.22 -1647.79 91

Lightship 328 4.62 1515.36 + 0.96 + 315. 54

Displacement 643.5 4.51 2899.45 - 2.07 -1332.25 91

From the Hydrostatic curves at a displacement of 644 tonnes:

L.C.B.

L.C.F.

.
M.e.T.C.

=

=

1.426 m

3.034m

6.736 tonnes mtrs/ cm



L.C.G. = -2.07m

KB = 2.707 m

BM
T = 2.636 m

Mean draft = 4.058 m

B-G lever = 0.644 m

Trim' correction = O. 644 x 644
6.736 x 100

= 0.614 by stern.

Trim aft = 17. 23 - 3. 222 x .614
34.47

= O. 249 m

Trim fwd = 17.23 + 3. 227 x .614
34.47

= 0.364 m
.' ~ '"

Draft aft = 4.307 m

Draft fwd = 3. 694 m

Free surface correction = .2l
644

= 0.141 m

KM
T = .5.343 m

KG(solid) = 4. 51 m

KG(fluid) = 4. 651 m

GM(fluid) = O. 692 m

At a displacement of 644 tonnes, GZ curve was plotted (Fig. 13) using

same procedure as in condition No.1.

/
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SAILING STATE Arrival in port"with max. catch Condition No.2.
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SUMMARY OF STABILITY Rule Actual
'. Minimum Value

Area under righting lever (GZ) curve up to 30 0 0.055MR 0.096MR
Area under righting lever (GZ) curve up to les ser
of 40 0 and 0.090MR O.15IMR
Area under righting lever (GZ) curve from 30 0 to
the lesser of 40 0 and O.030MR O.054MR
Maximum righting lever (GZ) between 30 0 and 90 0 0.20 Nt 0.32 M
Angle of heel at which maximum righting lever
(GZ) ~ccurs ; 25 0 40.5 0

Transverse metacentric height [GM (Fluid) ], 0.35M 0.692

Dra;ught aft (to the design base line) = 4.307 n

Draught forward (to the design base' line) = 3.694 IT

Mean draught (to the design base line admidships) = 4.001 IT.

Total trim (= draught forward - d~aught aft) = _o. 613 rn
·Transverse metacentric height co~re.ct~(l;(f.rJreesqrface, '1 r.... /' '.,
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Condition No.3. Departure from Port

67.

In this condition, all tanks are assumed to be fully pressed up

and therefore no free surface effects. The fore peak fresh water ballast

tank is also filled.

Tahle 6

Item
Weight VCG Vert. LCG Longl FSM
Tonnes m mmt. m mmt tne.

mtr.

D.B. Oil fuel Tnk No.1. 41 1.3 53.3 -3.25 -13~.25 -

"
,,,

" " No.2. 22 1.3 28. 6 +2.95 - 64.90

Aft O. F. Tank 24 5.0 120.0 -17.75 -426.0

D.B.F. Water Tank 26 1. 83 47.58 +9.88 +256.88

F.P.F.W. Ballast Tank 18 4.75 85.5 +15.22 +273.96

Fish Hold No.1. .,.,.

No.2.

No.3.

No.4.

. No.5 .

Fishing Gear 30 5.70 171.0 - 9.5 -285.0

Crew and effects 2. 5 5.9 14.7~ +10.8 + 27.0

Provisions and stores 2. 5 5.9 14. 7~ +10.2 + 25.5

Deadweight 166 3.226 535.4E - 1. 181 -196.01

Lightship 328 4.62 1515.3~ + 0.96 +315.54

Di splacement 494 4.151 2050.84 + 0.242 +119.53

From the Hydrostatic Curves at a displacement of 494 tonnes:

L.C.B. = -1. 044 m

L.C.F. = -2.373 m

M.e.T.e. = to. 242 m

/

KB = 2.384 m



=

Trim aft =

Trim fwd =

Draft aft =

Draft fwd =

KM
T =

.KG(fluid) =

GM(£1uid) =

BM
T

Mean draft

BG lever

Trim correction

=

=

=

=

3.16 m

3.517 m

1. 286

1. 286 x 494

5.328 x 100

1.192 by head

0.514 m

o. 678 m

2.646 m

3.838 m

5.544 m

4.151 m

68.

At a displacement of 494 tonnes, same procedure as for Condition No.1.

was us ed to obtain the GZ curve.

In this condition, the draft aft might not be deep enough to

immerse the propeller. completely. Should this be the case then the aft

double bottom ballast tank (see tank capacities) that was not used in

Condition Nos. 1 and 2 may be used to correct the trim.

/'



SAILING STATE Departure from port Condition No.·3.

69

Draught aft (to the design base line)
Draught forward (to the design base line)
Mean Draught (to the design base line amidships)
Total trim (~ draught forward - draught aft)
Transverse meta-centric height corrected. 'for free .surface,
GM (Fluid)

= 2.646 m

= 3.838 m

= 3.242 m

= 1.192 rri

= 1.393
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FIGURE 14

SUMMARY OF STABILITY

Area under righting lever (GZ) curve up to 30 °
Area under righting lever (GZ) curve up to les ser
of 40 0 an1i .

Area under righting lever (GZ) curve from 30 0 to
the lesser of 40 0 and

Maximum righting lever (GZ) between 30° and 90 0

Angle of heel at which maximum righting lever
(GZ) occurs
T":;l'" ~VC'"se metacentric height [GM (FlUid) 1

Rule ACtual
Minimum Value

0.055~ O.133MR

0.090MR 0.255MR

O.030MR O.122MR
0.20 M' 0.32 M

42.8°
1. 393M
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EFFECT OF SEVERE WIND AND ROLLING IN ASSOCIATED SEA CONDITIO]

The proposed vessel is to operate in areas with stJ;ong ITlonsoon

winds and therefore it is iITlportant that the vessel should have the ability

to withstand the effects of severe winds and rolling should be deITlonstrated

using dynaITlic wind heeling ITlOITlent taking into consideration the rolling

angle due to waves. The criterion for adequate stability under these

circuITlstances should show that the work done by the dynaITlic heeling

ITloITlent M caused by wind pressure in the worst operating condition. w

(condition No.1 in this case), taking into account the rolling angle,' should

be equal to or less than the work done by the excess restoring arITl.

The wind force on every expo sed lateral part of the ves sel' s side

. was as sUITled to have the saITle direction as the wind and to act at a height

above the water line equal to the height of the centroid of the projected

area of the part in question. This wind force was calculated assuITling

a uniforITl wind velocity acting on a cOITlplete profile area using the

forITlula in (ref. 16) by BerlekoITl

BerkeloITl plotted C 'values against ratio of projected longitudinal. y

area to L
2 (~2/ L 2) froITl which C was found.
w y

Projected'Longitudinal area

Length

=

= 37.5ITl
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A
112L =

L
2
w

From graph C = 0.109
Y

The 23rd session of the sub-committee on Safety of Fishing Vessels

(ref. 17) adopted the Japanese method of calculating wind heeling

moments as a basis for a weather criterion. According to this, the

practical coefficients are:

Wind Velocity V = 26 ml sec for ocean going vessels

where:

angle of roll to windward when rolling about eo

effective wave slope factor

angle of heel und-er action of steady wind

o. 73 + o. 6 660

T

e1 =

eo =

r =

=

height of the centre of gravity

T = mean draft

N = roll damping coefficient

= 0.02

s = wave steepness

= 0.151 - 0.0072 T:a for ocean going vessels
(0.03 5 ~ s ~ 0.1)

=

=

rolling period, to be measured or

0.804 B 1\/ GM

/



From calculations. the following values were determined:

y = 64 KN

GG' = 0.083 m
0

T = 4.068 m

V = 0.742

TR = 8.8 sec

S = 0.087

e1 = 21 0

Wind he eling moment

72.

M
w = Force x centroid of proJected area

above water line

= 64 x 4.27
9.81

= 28 tonne metre
•• -.11

The heeling moments curve for condition No.1 (which is the most

critical) was obtained by multiplying the GZ values by the corresponding

di:;;placement. A plot of moments against angle of inclination is shown

on the next pa.ge (Fig. 15).

From the graph:

a

b

=

=

area under the heeling arm curve corresponding
to work done by dynamic heeling moment M

w

work done by excess restoring arm.

By calculation the following values were obtained:

a

b

=

=

45.4 tonnes mtr. rad.

79.4 tonne mtr. rad.

The required criterion that a ~ b was therefore fulfilled.
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ESTIMA TION OF BUILDING COST

It is assumed that the proposed vessel will be constructed by

the African Marine and General Engineering Company Limited at

their Mbaraki Shipyard. This yard has a total workforce of 300, two

slipways, one drydock capable of docking vessels up to 21, 000 dwt, one

building dock 40 m x 27 m and steel fabrication ~hop of 120 m x 18 m.

Units and sub-assemblies will be fabricated in the steel----

fabrication shop, transported to the building dock side by a mobile crane,

lifted and positioned in the dock for assembly by the 60 tonne dock side

crane. Pre-outfitting techniques will be used as far as possible.

Bases of Estimat~

Man-hours are the basis of all direct labour costs, and once

estimated, then it is necessary to apply wage rates, overheads and

profit to arrive at the total labour costs. The exact man hours per tonne

of steel in the above shipyard is not accurately known since labour hours

booked against a job are often fewer than true number of hours required

to complete the job.

Estimates for both labour and material costs have been made using

m"ethods given by Carreyete in (ref. 18). Here the total cost of the ship

is defined as follows:

Total Cost = Total Labour Cost + Total Material Cost

where

Total "Labour Cost = Direct Labour Cost + Overheads + Profit

and

Total Material Cost = Suppliers! Cost + Handling and Wastage + Profit.

tNote: Dverhea-tl.-a'inc1:uQe-s -all establi15nrnent cb:d.-rges).
/"
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Particulars of the PrQ.Eosed Vessel:

LBP L 34.47 m

Breadth B 9. Z18 m

Depth to DCD D 4.9 m

Draught T 3.66 m

Nett steelweight W 3Z8 tonnes
s

Outfit weight W 100 tonnes
0

Machinery weight W 39 tonnesm

Block coefficient C
b

0.497

Service speed V 11 knots

Service power P
B

901 bhp

The following assumptions have been made relating to the

shipyard:

(i) Direct labour £ o. 40!hr

(ii) Profit margin 10%

(iii) Overheads 75%

(iv) Labour costs including establishment charges £4.50!hr

(v) Steel cost £900!tonne

(vi) All machinery imported and subject to 40% customs du ty,

Z% Freight handling and insurance charges.

(vii) 80% of outfit imported and subject to same charges as in (vi) above.

(viii) The constants used in Carreyette's paper have been interpolated

and allowance made for escallations and inflation since 1977

when he made the derivations.

/
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Labour Costs

(a) Actual man-hours per tonne of nett steel

76.

:: 227
C (W /L) 1/3

b s

:: 216

Total stee~ man-hours

H :: 216 x 328

:: 70848 hours.

Total cost of steel labour

:: 70848 x 4.5

::

::

:: £318,816

(b) Total cost of outfit labour as suming no subcontracting

C' W 2/3 ., .• (C' :: 2075 from tables)
o .

2075 x 1 002/~

:: £44, 704

(c) Total cost of machinery installation

Labour assuming no subcontracting:

C
ML

F' P
B

0.82 (F :: 81 from tables)::

:: 81 (901 )0.82

:: £21,447

Total labour cost is the sum of (a), (b) and (c).

:: £ 384,967

Material Costs

The cost of steel (£900/tonne) is high because all the shipbuilding

steel is imported ap.d account is taken of suppliets cost, Freight,
/



Handling, Insurance, Customs Duty, Storage, Wastage, Government

Sale s Tax ,and Profit.

77.

(d)

(e)

(f)

Allowing for 30/0 wastage as scrap;

Total cost of steel = 328 x 1. 03 x 900

C = £304,056
sm

Outfit Material Cost

C = D' W 0.95
om 0

= 3 544 (1 0 ° )° . 9 5 x 1. 336

= £376,097

Machinery Cost

C
Mm

G' P
B

0.82
=

= 1715 (901)°·82 x 1. 42

= £ 644,802
., ....

Total Material Cost (sum of (d), (e) and (f) )

= £ 1 , 3 24, 9 55

TO'TAL SHIP COST: = 384,967 + 1324955

= £ 1 , 709,922

Normally profit term is separated from costs but as far as the

owner is concerned the shipbuilder's profit is a cost to him. Since the

object of the above estimate was to determine the owner's initial capital

for the proposed design it is considered acceptable to include profit in

overall calculations. The value calculated for the total ship's cost looks

reasonable for the above shipyard and may have estimating errors in the

order of + 5% mainly due to the fact that some of the constants C', D', F'

and G' that Carreyette derived might be applicable to U. K. shipyards

only. /



ECONOMICS OF 0 PERA TION

For any new investment into a national fishery, it is important

that an evaluation be made of the likely economic returns for a

particular vessel. Preliminary investigations should be made as to what

effect an increase in landings is likely to have on existing fish prices,

whether there is an unsatisfied demand for fish and fish products and to

what extent the available marketing and distribution chains can absorb

an increase in supply. Most important of all - what is the availability

of investment capital from various sources for the construction of a new

vessel 'and what the interest rates are likely to be on such capital.

For the proposed design all the above investigations were carried

out in the feasibility study in Part A under the various headings. The

investment cost which is the total ship cost has also been established.
.. ',It

What remains now is to estimate the Annual Revenues and Annual Costs

and to determine the likely rates of return on the initial capital.

To calculate the return per year to be expected, a range of catch

rates were co.nsidered while keeping the steaming distance, hold

cap~city: and catch value per tonne fixed. In any case the total

duration of a trip must be within the fuel carrying capacity of the vessel.

This tabulation involved the following factors:

1. Fish catching rate.

2. Fish hold capacity.

3. Time lost due to bad weather (from sea trip).

4. Steaming time to and from port (direct calculation).

5. Unloading time (from sea trip).

6. Repairs (fro~sea trip).
/'

7. Catch Value (from 110mbasa landings £f tonne).
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Table 7

Estimated' Inco.:m._~ . . per annum

1. Fish Catching Rate (tonne sl day) 12 13.5 14 15

2. Fish hold capacity (tonnes) 250 250 250 250

Hence: No. of days fishing 20.8 18.5 17. 9 16. 7

3. Time lost due to bad weather
(days) 2 1.5 1 1

Hence: No. oi days on grounds 22.8 20.0 18.9 17. 7

4; Steaming time to and from
. por t (days) 7.6 7. 6 7. 6 7.6

Hence: Duration of trip (days) 30.4 27.6 26.5 24.3

* Unloading time (days)5. 1 1 1 1

6. Repair time 2 2 2 2

Hence: Total duration of trip
.' ~ }II

(days) 33.4 30. 6 29.5 27.3

+ Trips per year 9 10 10 11

Total - Landed Weight/Year
. (tonnes) 2250 2500 2500 2750

7. Catch Value (£ I tonne) 700 700 700 700

Income Per Year (£ m) 1. 575 1. 75 1. 75 1.925

+ Two months (July and August) allowed for because of low fishing
season and monsoon winds rough therefore vessel stays in port.

* The landing jetty has a conveyor belt system with a capacity to
discharge fish from the ship at a rate of 30 tonnes/hr. This means
that the vessel can unload in 8t hours, and allowing for waiting time,
1 day has been chosen for unloading.
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Total Annual Costs (ref. 19)

Estimates of total Annual Costs may be divided into two sections,

na:r;nely Annual Fix~d Costs and Variable Costs. Annual Fixed Costs

include Depreciation, Insurance (usually a percentage of capital, vessel

management, maintenance and repair, crew wages (fixe.d salary). While

variable costs are made up of fuel, lubricants, gear repair, provisions

and stores, port charges, miscellaneous (minor replacement items,

freight charges for spares, equipment etc.).

For each catch rate, the total annual cost were calculated using

the following data and estimates where data were not available.

(~) Fuel Cost £250 per tonne.

(b) Insurance 5% of vessels co-st per annum, distributed over each

80.

trip. .' ~ .~

(c) Port and landing jetty charges as quoted by Kenya Fishing
\

Industries Limited:

Handling £ 8 per tonne of fish.

Jetty Bees £1. 50 per tonne of fish landed.

Stevedoring £ 1. 00 per tonne of fish landed.

Mooring charge £ 33 per day per vessel.

Water £ 1. 00 per tonne.

/
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Table 8. Annual Expenses
(in Sterling £)

Catching Rate (tonnes/ day) 12.0 13.5 14.0 15.0

Fuel oil and lube oil 21,750 21,250 20,500 19,750

Provisions and stores 2,430 2,295 2, 213 2,048

Crew wages 6,480 6,120 5,900 5,460

Water 26 26 26 26

Gear Cost 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Refrigeration 780 740 710 660

Port Charges 2,730 2,730 2,730 2,730

Repairs 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000

Insurance 8,065 7,370 7,125 6,580
~•• ,It

Miscellaneous 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500

Expenses per trip 49, 761 48,031 46,704 44,754

Hence Expenses per year 527,467 557,160 560,448 581,802

Having calculated the incoITle and expenditure per annUITl at each

catching rate, the next stage is to evaluate the econoITlic merit at each

rate. A fishing vessel is an investITlent that earns its returns as an

essential instruITlent of providing food resources. The best ITleasure of its

success is profitability and the only ITleaningful ITleasure of profitability

is the returned profit (after tax) expressed as·a percentage on investITlent.

InvestITlent in ITlarine industries norITlally involves a streaITl of

cash flows of both incoITle and expenditure over a cOITlparatively long period.

In (ref. 20) a ITlethod of choosing the best investITlent by predicting
/

as accu'rately as possible all future cash flows and converting theITl to



a common basis is outlined. This method has been used in evaluating

the economic merit of the proposed vessel. Uniform cash flows have

been assumed and 'Series Present Worth factor used to convert future income

and expenditures to Present Values and a Net Present Value (NPV)

calculated.

Financial details:

(i) First Cost £ 1, 709,920

(ii) Anticipated income (as given in Table 7)

(iii) Annual Expenditure (as given in Table 8)

(iv) 'Ship's life 20 years.

(v) . Required rate of return 80/0

Calculation:

(SPW - 8% - 20) = 9. 6

At catch rate of 12 tonnes/ day

.,-,.

SPW of Expenses = 9.6 x 527,467 = 5,063,683

PW of initial cost (at year 0) = 1,709,922
6,773,605

Assumed landing of 250 tonnes per trip and at a catch value of
£ 700 per tonne

Annual Income

SPW of Income

=

=

1,575,000

9.6 x 1,575,000

= 15,120,000

Net Present Value NPV = £8,346,395

The fuel constraint limits the vess el not to spend more than

22.8 days in the fishing grounds and therefore the minimum catching

rate per day to enable the ves sel to come back in port with full

capa~ity of 250 to'nnes ~s 12 tonnes. Below this rate, the vessel will
/



return in port with part load per trip. The market price of landed fish

is £ 700 per tonne. Catch rates below 12 tonnes per day were considered

and also market price varied and NPV of ves sel cal culated in each

case as shown in Table 9.

At catch rates below 12 tonnes/day, the expenses have been

assumed constant since the vessel spends the maximum number of days

on the fishing grounds and therefore the number of trips per year is the

same (i. e. 9 trips). In the calculation of NPV in real terms, the

expenses have been assumed to remain constant which is not the case in

practical terms as "fuel prices, wages, escallations and inflation is

likely to affect the NPV. Government taxes have not also been taken into

account though however the best NPV before tax is the best after tax.

From Table 9, it can be shown tha~.•at catch rates above 7.5 tonnes/ day

the catch value could be as low as £500/tonne and still get positive NPV.

The other measure of economic merit that could be used is the minimum

selJing price at each catch rate to obtain NPV = o.

A graph of NPV against catch rates per day at three catch

values of £500, £700 and £900 has been plotted (see Fig. 16). This graph

shows how catch rate s and market prices can affect the overall

returns on the initial investment.
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Table 9

Gatch Landing Income at each catch value Expen- NPV at each catch value
Rate per trip (£) diture (£ )

(tonnes/ day) (tonnes) 500 700 900
(£) ,

500 700 900

6. 0 120 540,000 756,000 972,000 572,980 -I, 594, 000 479,000 2,553,000

7.5 150 675,000 945,000 1,215,000 527,980 - 298,530 2,293,000 4,885,000

9.0 180 810.000 1,1.34,000 1,458,000 527,980 - 997,000 4,107,870 7,218,000

10.0 210 945,000 1,323,000 1,701,000 527,980 2,293,000 5,922,000 9,551,000

12.0 250 1, 125, 000 1,575,000 2,025,000 527,467 4,026,000 8,346,000 12,666,000.
13.5 250 1,250,000 1,750,000 2,250,000 557,160 4;942,000 9,741,000 14,541,000

14.0 250 1,250,000 1,750,000 2,250,000 560,448 4,910,000 9, 71 0,000 14,510,000

15.0 250 1,375,000 1,925,000 2,475,000 581,802 5,905,000 11,185,000 16,465,000

co
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CONCLUSION

There is scope for improvement of the artisanal sector of the fi shing

industry by encouraging the fishermen to modernise their fishing gear.

These fishermen apart from not being able to afford capital for new

improvements also tend to be conservative in acceptance of new vessels.

This is because the catching and marketing sides of the fishing

industry are inseparable as one is directly dependant on the other. For

the artisanal . fishermen to accept changes , the government should step

in With new incentives and planning of proper distribution, marketing

and storage system established, specially if the middle men are to be

eliminated.

As for the commercial sector of the fishing industry it was found

that nine out of eleven fishing vessels are trawling in the coastal waters .
.,'"

Most of the species were being exploited before reaching their maximum

sustainable yield whereas the deep sea fish like tuna and marline was very

mu~h under exploited. The only two deep sea vessels in the industry

were tuna LonR Liners with similar particulars. For development of this

sector the best vessel to be introduced in is the tuna Purse Seiner whose

de·sign was outlined in Part B.

During the design stage, attention was paid to selecting dimensions

and developing hull form to minimise initial capital. However, no

iteration was carried out to optimise the dimensions. Other construction

materials like ferro-cement and GRP were considered but ruled out

immediately because of lack of experience within the local skills with

these types of construction materials. Steel was therefore inevitably the

best choice. Long line method was ruled out because of the waste of
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space required to carry live bait which as well is becoming scarse

and expensive. Stability requirements were found to be satisfactory,

though the GZ curves were drawn assuming a fixed trim. For more

detailed and accurate prediction, free trim should have been used and

new KN values plotted for each condition that was examined.

There are a number of technological developments which, if

incorporated in a new design may affects its catching efficiency.

Initially the effects may be as beneficial because the unproductive time at

sea-is reduced and consequently production and catch rates are increased.

This, of course, must be balanced against the increased capital and

running costs of the vessel; over-capitalisation on any fishing vessel must

be guarded against because when the optimum has been determined

anything ·in excess effectively becomes lost income. The economic
.'~.

measure of merit for the designed vessel was determined and found to

have a high NPV. However, several assumptions were made in this

evaJuation and only catch rates per day and market prices were varied.

To get a more. clearer indication of the vessels rates of return on

investment other variables like steaming distance, speed, fuel prices,

species resources, increase in number of similar vessel could also have

been considered. This is because increased production may lead to a

reduction in price and possibly over ..fishing resulting in reduced catch

rates. In the latter case, where the species being exploited has a low

fecundity, the fishery may subsequently collapse.

But as the author outlined in the Feasibility Study, the designed

vessel is a positive effect of technological change in that it will encourage

the exploration of previously unproductive grounds and turn them into
/
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economically viable fisheries. Attempts by the author to analyse the

rates of return of each of the existing vessels were fruitless due to

the reluctancy of, the fishing companies to release data such as that used

in Tables 7 and 8.

.' ~ "
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